Product Datasheet

CLEVERON 302
Automated Indoor Smart Lockers

Modern Approach to Package Storage,
Delivery and Returns
The Cleveron 302 is a modular, automated self-service package
storage, retrieval and returns system. Perfect for delivering 20-500
packages per day, the Cleveron 302’s adaptable design allows
for multiple configuration and layout options to fit your unique
volume and location requirements.
Carefully crafted with reliable, time-tested hardware and adaptable
software, the Cleveron 302 makes package management easy
with a simplified, secure and expandable solution for retail,
university, apartment and corporate environments.

How it works:
1. Customer places order online or via the retailer’s app or web
browser
2. Once order is inducted in the Cleveron 302, customer is
notified via email or text with a unique pickup code
3. Customer scans their code at the console and the
designated locker opens with their package

Key
KeyFeatures
Features&& Benefits
Benefits

Modular locker columns and
drawer options to accommodate
any volume and location needs

Securely integrates with your
existing systems and workflow

Easy-to-use touchscreens
streamlines the drop-off and
pickup process for end-users

Designed for modular deployment, the Cleveron 302 delivers a frictionless package delivery,
pickup and returns experience for retail, university and corporate environments.

A Smarter Approach to Package Management
From the project management and design to installation
and advanced diagnostics, Bell and Howell offers a holistic
approach to automating your package delivery, pickup and
returns process. Every Cleveron 302 unit is connected to our
IoT-enabled network to ensure that your smart locker solution
is working optimally, 24/7. Gain valuable utilization insights

Technical

Dimensions:

Let a specialist know
how we can help at

17.1” x 26.4” x 82.7” (LxWxH)
Additional width of 3.1” for side panels

Specs
Questions?

into your package management process to more effectively
manage and plan for peak activity. Using reporting software,
we give you insights by analyzing your Cleveron 302’s peak
retrieval times, dwell times, inductions by hour and locker
utilization data.

Flexible, modular column configurations
Max Product Size:

13” x 23.65” x 23”

Additional
Information:

UL, ETL, cETL safety & electrical standards

bellhowell.net

ADA Compliant

Modular Column Systems Allow Multiple Configuration and Layout Options

Description

Product Code

Includes
CC

XS

S

M

L

XL

CC + 10 Drawers + 2 Doors

CC06 + B15.05L

1

10

-

-

2

-

CC + 4 Drawers + 2 Doors

CC07 + B20.05L

1

4

-

-

2

-

7 Drawers

B05.05 L/R

-

-

3

2

1

1

8 Drawers + 6 Doors

B10.05 L/R

-

8

3

2

1

-

12 Drawers + 5 Doors

B11.05 L/R

-

12

3

-

2

-

8 Doors

B04.05 L/R

-

-

3

3

2

-

Description

Inner Dimensions

Sizes

Height

Width

Depth

Max
Weight

Extra Small

1.77”

14.17”

20.87”

11LB

Small

4.72”

14.17”

24.41”

33LB

Medium

7.87”

14.17”

24.41”

69LB

Large

14.96”

14.17”

24.41”

69LB

Extra Large

23.62”

14.17”

24.41”

69LB

Side Panels

82.68”

1.57”

26.38”

N/A

(External Dimension)

Bell and Howell Service Solutions
Transforming business challenges into competitive advantages
Bell and Howell also includes a holistic service and support solution with each unit. These services including turnkey project management, extensive service footprint, national parts network, advanced analytics, remote monitoring and IoT-enabled services. With
advanced analytics, we remotely diagnose problems, improve first-time-fixes (FTF), increase overall performance and even service our
customers’ machines before they know there might be an issue.

bellhowell.net

800-961-7358

3791 South Alston Ave, Durham, NC 27713
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